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THE THINGS THAT HAVEN'T BEEN DONE BEFORE

The things that haven't been done before are the things that are important—yet they are the things that most people never do. They are the things that you must do to make your life worth while. They are the things that will help you to become a better person. They are the things that will help you to achieve your goals.

Swimming is one of the most important things that you can do to help yourself. It is a great way to stay healthy and fit. It is also a great way to meet new people. It is a great way to enjoy the outdoors. It is a great way to relax and have fun. It is a great way to keep your mind off of other things. It is a great way to make your life better.

BIRTHDAY PARTY

Dinner in the Blue Stone dining hall was a happy affair on Friday, October 27. The guests were all young people who were lucky enough to be invited to the birthday party of our own Kathryn T. Page. The dinner was held in the Blue Stone dining hall and was enjoyed by all.
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**GUESTS ON CAMPUS**

Dick Cawthorne was entertained by Aline Braddock.

Rowe Brooks of Roanoke came to see Lena Bossa.

Roy Bowes of Roanoke was the guest of Mary Milnes.

Bill Stone was Patricia Guntner's guest.


Charles Bond from V. P. I. was entertained by Billie Deary.

Earl Baxter was the guest of Emile LePard.

Phyllis Palmer was visited by Fred Dossy and Bill Adams of University of Virginia.

Gloria Garrett entertained on the front lawn.

Margaret Fishback was the guest of Francesboe.

Billy Ballard from W & L came to see Aline Braddock.

Charles Davis from V. P. I. was the guest of Lucy Marston.

Glenau Claxton entertained John Hardisty from V. P. I.

J. H. Lillard's guest was Jimmy Whitbeck, of Fredericksburg.

Annabel Mendel sang a solo from the Scriptural, the prayers, and the songs of the W. C. T. U.

Mary Hyde spent the week-end at her home in Winchester.

Janeaud Donto visited her aunt, Mrs. Edward D. Wilkins, in Fisherstown.

Eileen Edward went to her home in Clarendon, Virginia.

Gerald Pressman spent the week-end at his home in Luray.

Charlette Hagen went to her home in Clarendon, Virginia.

Margaret Ruth Roberts visited her aunt, Capt. Lillian Roberts in Lexington.

Lois Miller went to her aunt, Mrs. E. S. W. Willingham in Clarendon.

Martha Wilson went to her home in Staunton.

K. C. N. Harris was the guest of Mrs. Stanley Hower in Timberville.

Virginia Goodwin was the guest of Mildred Goodwin.

Audrey Cline's guest was Harry Kaylor in Grottoes, Virginia.

Margaret Glass entertained as her guest Bob Sipe.

Mrs. M. J. Barrett in Luray.

Eileen Edward went to her home in W. & L.

Henry Belt was the guest of Prancer.

Dick Cawthorne was entertained by Cave.

Auntie 

**WEEK-END TRIPS**

Mary Hyde spent the week-end at her home in Winchester.

Lucy Marston's guest was Eileen Edward, of University of Virginia.

J. E. Laford's guest was Anne Bullock's guest was Jimmie Whitbeck, of Fredericksburg.

Centerpoint spent the week-end at her home in Elkton.

Edith Simpson went to her home in Clarendon.

Mary Cowfin came to visit Edinburg.

Phyllis Palmer visited the family of Mrs. M. J. Barrett in Luray.

The guests were: Mary and Mildred Goodwin.

The guests were introduced to Anne Bullock's guest was Jimmie Whitbeck, of Fredericksburg.

A huge cake, bearing candy candles, was a great attraction on the last day of the celebration.

A real spirit of fellowship was shown in the Sunday W. C. T. U. service which was held in the auditorium.

Mrs. M. J. Barrett entertained as her guest Henry Belt.

Abner Huntoberry came to see Hildre.

Margaret Glass entertained as her guest James Jennings.

Jimmie Tyler's guest was Harry Shible from V. P. I.

[^369x120]Cournyn, Catherine Guthrie, Ruth Paxton, and Mrs. Robertson.

[^370x216]Weems, and Mrs. Robertson.

[^370x230]ever, they had to put on coats as soon as they touched this side of the Allegheny mountains. Then

[^370x293]tion from all angles, I see only two
terrible noises do arise

[^535x78]hi ite celebration by singmg "Happy Birthday to You."

[^535x213]And dreams now and then of the days

[^535x225]And to givmg you couAre.

[^535x237]Are writ on his life's page.

[^567x82]She is old, she is gray, she is crushed

[^699x213]And dreams now and then of the days

[^700x216]And to givmg you couAre.

[^700x237]Are writ on his life's page.

[^700x272]And his gait is slowing with age.

[^701x359]sky.

[^710x1320]CAMPING PARTY

**CHILD MEET ARRANGED BY DEPARTMENT**

The first Southern child conference in the development of which the University has an important part will be held in the Alderman Library on October 25, 26 and 27, according to announcement made by Mr. C. C. Braxton, head of the School of Social Work. This conference, for which plans were announced in the Saturday Review last week, will be open to students in preparation for the past few months and will be a means of bringing together all experts in child development from all parts of the country.

Dr. J. C. C. Blake has taken the initiative in planning this move, the work has been carried on through the efforts of the Parent-Teachers Association of New Orleans, the New Orleans School Progressive Education, Dr. David Leary, superintendent of the School of Child Guidance in New York City and other organizations and scientists interested in child conferences. These conferences will be held as a joint effort of this group and it is hoped to conduct it semi-annually.

All questions of the 24th session of the conference have been reached and serious problems of the early personal development of the child, and other problems will be submitted to ordination in remarks on this subject.

**SUNDAY Y. W. S. SERVICE [IMPRESSIVE]**

A real spirit of fellowship was shown in the Sunday W. C. T. U. service which was held in the auditorium.

"Lucille" Miller and Elise Quencer were entertained as their guest friends Sunday, October 21, in honor of their birthdays.
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_Make the Grade_. "Oh Auntie, I'm through with good grades."

_Your Work_. "This move has been carried on through the efforts of the Parent-Teachers Association of New Orleans, the New Orleans School Progressive Education, Dr. David Leary, superintendent of the School of Child Guidance in New York City and other organizations and scientists interested in child conferences. These conferences will be held as a joint effort of this group and it is hoped to conduct it semi-annually._
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AMONG THE COLLEGE MEANTS AND COMINGS (Katherine Preston—Editor)

We are interested in hearing that Yale has come to do away with its rules, or system, since it has proved to be very reactionary.

Someone in commenting upon this action, declared that this was a step back in education. We don't think so. Why hang upon to a practice that is so harmful to the individual? Yale is stepping forward, facing the facts, and showing how those who want the facilities there, have the opportunity of doing it.

Holy Cross College at Worcester requires all who enter the institution to pledge that they will enter into extra-curricular activities. The condition seems to be too hard for us, but we don't see that students generally are unwilling to do their part, and they lack the opportunity of doing it.

The faculty of Richmond College has decided to allow optional class attendance for seniors and juniors, provided of course. We don't see why we, don't hear from those against such a decision. Why don't they classify their right to the same amount of freedom for students who are well and steady than other well known classrooms, recreation, as the other children enjoy.

Y. P. I is to erect a fifteen foot scourge, made fast to the ground. This will be a great help to the babies present at the games, we are sure. All who wish will be able to get a fall ball game on their heads.

A N. C. State College student was shot in the face by a waterman when attempting to raid the college orchard, not long ago.

Rather drastic means of protesting A N. C. State College student was brought up at the convention. Short paper can be obtained at this convention.

In addition to the professional curricula, several general courses are offered, which are the largest of this type. These courses should lead to a better appreciation of the beauty of the landscape, and consequently a better acquaintance with the equipment necessary in the employment of these principles on land for use and the accompanying knowledge of equipment for landscape enjoyment is taught not only to improve his homes grounds in a tasteful way, but also to train him to become a professional broadcaster in the future.

Professor J. F. Pillbury, who designed and established a similar course at Pennsylvania University, is the designer of the course offered at the University. In this course, Professor Pillbury, who is away for the year doing graduate work at Harvard University, has been conducting a series of lectures on the subject. He has also been a member of the faculty in the field of Landscape Architecture. He has worked with a number of leading offices in the field. (North Carolina State College)

THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE

When he said to me, "See shall I live my life?" I answered him: "Gallantly!" when he said to me, "See shall I take my Wind-blown and Carried life like a silver trumpet; Flute of life as of a golden wire, Windily, exulting; Tree life as a dear friend, and shall you walk with him, and tell you all his secrets." When he said to me, "How shall I die my death?" I answered: "Gloriously! year death like a pool, "cold-fringed, majestic. Jealous of death to the dance of druze, trembling and terrible. Drink of death at of scarlet wine, Spiced of blossom, fret death as a dear friend, "See shall I go to him, and tell you all his secrets."

All other star-lll

The following records were unani-

 October 27, 1928

B. Ney & Sons

OUR SHOES

Keep your feet vigorous and healthy.

Good looking, toe & heel retention.

History "As low as you can get it!"

YAGER'S Shoe Store

(Pigeon Shoe Repairing)

WELCOME STUDENTS

of S. T. C.

Ralphs

Fletcher's Pharmacy

Try our Delicious Hot Coffee

Hot toasted sandwiches and

Our store is open 24 hours.

GEORGE'S

Candy Kitchen

Hot chocolate and coffee

Hot toasted sandwiches and
delicious "on the go" treats.

Our store is open 24 hours.
EXCHANGES FROM HERE AND THERE

(Dorothy Frey—Editor)

RECEIVED:

The Flat Hat of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia.

The Flying Pigeon of Hampden-Sidney College, Southside, Virginia.

The Almanac Office, Navy Department, Washington, D. I.


Higher-salaried positions are in the Naval Observatory and Navy Department.

A visit from the Secretary of the Navy to the Naval Academy.

Basket ball, military drills and calisthenics.

The examination is to fill vacancies in theлинях

The Tiger: Hampden-Sidney College, Southside, Virginia.

The Flat Hat, are taken advantage of by the addition of this new column.

Teddy Roosevelt. He has his own philosophy tutor, and besides studying his mind forgets in time the bad and acknowledges its worth.
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Hailed as Master of Fine and Useful Arts

The love of beauty that never passed beyond outline and order was evident in every object of Michelangelo's powers of the genius of Michelangelo, public and private, in his time. He was the greatest sculptor of the sixteenth century. There is a closer relation than is commonly supposed between the arts and useful arts; and it is an interesting fact that the love of beauty which characterized Michelangelo's love of beauty is made solid and perfect by his deep understanding of the mechanical arts, and his skill in the bend that the noble and elegant and artistic, and his skill in this is a pledge of his capacity, in both kinds. His Titanic handwriting in marble and travertine to be found in every part of Rome and Florence, and even at Venice, on decorative and ornamental work is a given the plan of the fridge of the home, or confined to the outline and work of the prince of Orange in 1529, and frustrated, ah attack by artillery by him, which commands the city of Florence, where he said: "Well how did you get here?" He married my wife's daughter, and that made my wife the mother-in-law of my step-son. Then my step-mother, her father-in-law, my father became her grandson, and that made me her great-grandchild, because he is my father's nephew, and I am my own great-grandfather.

The things that haven't been done before. Do nothing not done before. (Continued from Page 2, Column S.)

A man was visiting a lunatic asylum and walking in the grounds he met a patient whom he said to: "How did you get here?"

"Well sir, you see," replied the patient, "I am a lawyer's daughter, and my father is dead, and my wife's father is my only relative, and I was married to his son, and then my father-in-law, and then I had a son, but it was the only son of my wife and myself, and I married him to his daughter, and that made me his grandmother, and that made my grandfather of my step-brother, their mother (my brother-in-law), step-sister of my son, as well as he was, and he was the step-sister of my step-child; my father is her brother-in-law to my wife; I am the brother of my son, who is the son of my step-mother; I am my mother's step-brother, my mother's own child's aunt; my son's son; my own grandfather's own child.

"Why is that," asked the visitor.

"That's why it is," replied (Continued from Page 2, Column S.)

The Supreme Court of the United States, in a recent decision involving the European paternity in a case where the father of a child claimed that he was the father of the child, held that the father had not proved his paternity by a preponderance of the evidence. The Court stated that the legislature of the state had made it a crime to claim paternity in such a case unless the father had proved his paternity by a preponderance of the evidence. The Court held that the father had not proved his paternity by a preponderance of the evidence.
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